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Over the prior weeks we’ve seen the rally from the beginning of November ‘resume’ and continue 

higher.  This week we saw a bit of an acceleration of this rally after a brief ‘Dip’ on Monday. However, 

there are some important clues this week (that we will look at below) that help to expose what is 

fueling this rally and what has changed. 

Monday (Jan. 4th 2021) opened with a small gap higher that almost immediately sold off for the first 3 

hours of the day. The bounce the last half of the day helped the S&P (and most major indexes) close 

the day back above its 20 day SMA.  The remainder of the week was mostly a steady rally each day, 

with a brief pull back Wednesday afternoon as the US Capital building was breached by protestors. 

Friday also saw a brief pull back mid day, then a bounce and rally that closed the day at or near new 

record highs for most of the major indexes. 

The Monday dip and Tuesday reversal & rally this week was also seen in Oil prices.  

Gold, however, was different this week, with a mild rally Monday and Tuesday, then a sharp reversal 

and strong selling a few hours before the US market open Wednesday morning. The selloff in Gold 

paused Thursday and continued lower Friday. 

The big clues this week came from the 10 year Bonds, where we saw strong selling begin late Tuesday 

evening and resumed even stronger Wednesday morning as the US markets opened. The huge volume 

seen suggests some big players (big banks/funds) were selling Treasuries.  The timing of these two 

actions seems like they could possibly be related to the Georgia Run-off election tabulations. As a 

result of this selling of Bonds, the 10 year Yields shot up to well above 1%.    

The behavior of Gold and Treasuries this week could be clues as to some major rotation of funds this 

week. If Bonds continue to sell strong next week, the Fed may soon decide to step in and provide 

support by Buying.  Anything can happen, so this is a very important area to watch next week.   

Additional clues came from the Financial Sector (XLF) this week, as it shot up at the open on both 

Wednesday and Thursday. 

Tesla continued to deliver new all time highs this week, and accelerated its rally as the week 

progressed. This behavior is often called ‘going parabolic’ as a rally accelerates faster and faster like a 

climax is approaching. This kind of ‘Parabolic’ behavior attracts more and more ‘late comers’ that are 

motivated by Fear (FOMO = Fear Of Mission Out).   

Eventually a climax occurs and the following decline can be just as fast or even faster that was the 

rally.  We saw an example of this very behavior in FUBO just a few weeks ago. FUBO rallied over +100% 

in one week (Dec. 15-22), then gave back all those gains the next week (Dec. 23-31). 

Now, let’s look at the charts to see what they are telling us this week, the first week of a new year. 



 

S&P 500 weekly chart as of Jan 8, 2021 –  On the weekly chart we see a much larger candle this week, 

new all time highs, and a long lower wick. This indicates some dip below last week’s lows this week 

that bounced and closed higher than last week. The wider range weekly candle indicates more 

‘volatility’ this week. 

 

 

S&P 500 daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Here we see a dip on Monday that crossed below the 20 day SMA 

before bouncing and closing Monday near (just above) the 20 day SMA (Yellow).  Tuesday saw a small 

bounce off of the 20 day SMA support. Wednesday saw another test of the 20 day SMA support but 

rallied during the day to new record highs before pulling back later in the day. Thursday and Friday 

both saw new record highs and closes above the prior day’s close. The S&P closed the week up +1.83%. 

 



 

S&P 500 15 min. chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – If we look at the 15 min. chart, we see the changes during 

each day. Monday opened higher but sold off the first 3 hours before bouncing to recover about half of 

the day’s drop. Tuesday saw a minor rally. Wednesday saw a strong rally the first 2 hours, a pause, and 

then a dip the last 2 hours as news broke about activities in Washington DC. Thursday saw a gap up and 

strong rally the first hour then a pause the rest of the day. Friday saw another small gap up, pull back 

mid day, then a rally the last 2 hours to new record highs, closing the day at or near these new record 

highs. 

**  Remember the profile you see above for this week, as we will compare it to other indexes, sectors 

or stocks to help observe clues as to where we see similar or different behaviors this week. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DJIA weekly chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – The Dow also delivered a wide range candle this week, with a 

long lower wick during the week and a close at new record highs. 

 

 

DJIA daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Like the S&P, here too we see the dip on Monday below the 20 day 

SMA and close back at or above the 20 day SMA. Tuesday saw a small bounce off of the 20 day SMA 

support. Wednesday saw a strong rally to new record highs. Thursday continued higher with new record 

highs again. Friday saw a pause near the new highs. The Dow Jones closed the week up +1.61%. 

 

 



 

NASDAQ weekly chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Again we see a much larger weekly candle with a long lower 

wick and a close near new record highs. 

 

 

NASDAQ daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Again we see a dip below the 20 day SMA on Monday and a 

bounce back above by the close that day. Tuesday a small rally off of the 20 day SMA. Wednesday 

another small rally off of the 20 day SMA support. Thursday saw a gap up and rally that continued on 

Friday to deliver near all time highs. The Nasdaq Composite closed the week up +2.43%. 

 

 



 

Russell 2000 weekly chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – The Russell posted a very large weekly candle this week, 

with a small lower wick that extends below the prior week’s lows. Again we see a week with new all 

time highs, but this week has much larger range (ATR) than seen over the prior 6 months. Also, this 

week extends much farther above and away from the 20 week SMA (Yellow) that could be a clue or 

warning sign of a possible ‘climax’. 

Note: In the weekly charts for all the other Indexes (above), most have shown a mostly consistent 

space between Price and their 20 week SMAs. The Russell is the exception where this space has 

significantly ‘Expanded’ over the past 8-10 weeks. (clue) 

 

Russell 2000 daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Note the pause Mon. and Tue. followed by a large rally on 

Wed. that continued on Thursday. Friday was mostly a pause while also delivering a new all time high. 

The Russell closed the week up +5.91%. 



Fibonacci Extensions example: 

 

Russell 2000 daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Here we have drawn a Fibonacci Retracements and 

Extensions based upon the ‘Range’ as defined on the Jan. 2020 high and the Mar. 2020 low. This market 

drop in March last year was fully recovered (100% dash line) by Nov. 9th 2020.  Multiples of this ‘Range’ 

are then drawn extended above at the 123.6%, 138.2%, 150% and 161.8% levels (Green dash horizontal 

lines). Note how price ‘behaves’ as it approaches or tests each of these levels. It is not uncommon for 

these levels to provide areas of Support or Resistance. Note how this week closed within $2 of the 150% 

level.  

I don’t use Fibonacci levels as price predictions or targets, but as key ‘areas of interest’. I choose to 

look at these levels like a sign post on the highway to alert me of some key areas or possible ‘exits’ 

ahead.  The clues come from how price behaves at these levels, if and when tested.  As you can see in 

the above chart, there are multiple examples of how price may briefly change behavior as a level is 

tested as either Resistance or Support, or both.  

If I find a study useful, I will use it, regardless of ‘why’.  I find Fibonacci studies useful when applied to 

past ‘major’ changes in trends. One nice feature of using Fibonacci Extensions is that a key level can 

be identified well in advance without requiring Price to have ever been there before.  Maybe Fibonacci 

studies seem to work because I am not the only one doing so?  The ‘Why’ doesn’t matter to me. 

 

Next we will look at a few key ‘Market Internals’. 

 



 

McClellan Summation Index weekly chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – We see another week of a rather small 

decline in breadth acceleration (or momentum). 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Here we see a small bounce late this week in 

the breadth momentum. 

 

 



 

NYSE Percent above 200 day SMA weekly chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Very little overall change again this 

week. 

 

 

NYSE Percent above 50 day SMA weekly chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Very little overall change again this 

week. 

 

 



 

NYSE Advance Decline Line weekly chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – We  see a small bounce Wed. Thur. and 

Friday this week, with wider ranges as the week came to an end. 

 

 

VIX daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Here we see a pop in Volatility Monday, that then slowly decline the 

next 4 days. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Commodities, Currency and Bonds. 

 

 



 

Oil daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Monday we see a dip to test support at the 20 day SMA. Tuesday saw 

a wide range rally off of the 20 day SMA support. Wednesday and Thursday was smaller range days that 

continued the rally. Friday saw a wide range day to higher highs. The horizontal yellow line represents 

prior Support from 2019 that was crossed above this week. Note the above average volume every day 

this week except Thursday. 

 

Gold daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Gold rallied Monday, paused Tuesday, then dropped back to its 100 

day SMA (Grey) on Wednesday. Thursday paused just above the 100 day SMA, and Friday saw STRONG 

Selling that crossed below the 100d, 20d, 50d and briefly below the 200d SMAs all on the same day. The 

close bounced back above the 200 day SMA (Purple). Note the elevated Volume on Mon. Wed. and 

Friday. 



 

US Dollar Index daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – The US Dollar closed lower on Tuesday and delivered new 

multi-year lows on Wednesday. Thursday and Friday saw a bounce back up to but closed below the 

descending 20 day SMA. 

 

 

US 10 year Treasury daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Here we see a small bounce on Monday up to the 50 

day SMA, then selling back below the 50 day and 20 day SMA on Tuesday. Wednesday saw STRONG 

selling that continued on Thursday and Friday. Note the very high volume on Wed. Thur. and Friday. 

This is not from individuals but from major institutions selling these huge numbers of contracts. 

 



 

US 10 year Treasury 15 min. chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Here we are looking at this week in the futures 

markets for the 10 year, with black background during the US market hours and grey background during 

the overnight globex markets. Note the arrows where major selling stepped in. On Tuesday evening at 

about 7:30pm ET (Yellow arrows), and then when the US markets opened Wednesday morning at 

9:30am ET (White arrows). Also note the huge volume on Friday. You can correlate these dates and 

times to what was going on in the markets at those times to find possible clues of where money was 

moving out of, and then into. 

 

US 10 year Yield daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – As a function of this selling, the Yields exploded to over 

1%, peaking at 1.126% on Friday. 



 

US Treasury Yields daily table as of Jan 8, 2021 – Here we can see the steepening of the Yield Curve 

this week with the longer terms expanding. 

 

 

FOMC Balance Sheet weekly chart as of Jan 6, 2021 – The Fed’s balance sheet dropped from $7.360T on 

Dec. 30th to a total of $1.334T on Jan. 6th, a reduction of $28.542 Billion this past week.  

Next we will look at a few key Sectors. 



 

Dow Transportation Index daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – The Transports pulled back to test support at 

its 50 day SMA on Monday. Tuesday saw a small rally off of the 50 day SMA support. Wednesday saw a 

strong rally crossing above its 20 day SMA. The Rally continued on Thursday and Friday to deliver new 

all time highs Friday and close the week up +2.95%. 

 

 

XLE daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – The Energy sector rallied with Oil prices this week, pausing on 

Monday, and crossing above its 20 day SMA on Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday saw some 

continuation higher with a pause on Friday near the Dec.2020 highs. The XLE closed the week up 

+9.29% making it the strongest sector on my list this week. 

 

 



 

XLF daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – The Financial sector paused on Monday and Tuesday just above its 20 

day SMA. Wednesday saw a big gap up at the open with continuation higher. Thursday and Friday 

paused just below the Feb. 2020 all time highs (Yellow line). 

 

 

QQQ daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – The Tech heavy Nasdaq-100 dipped below its 20 day SMA Monday 

then bounced to close the day just above the 20 day SMA. Tuesday and Wednesday paused near the 20 

day SMA with Wed. delivering the lowest close for the week. Thursday saw a gap up above the 20 day 

SMA that continued higher to new all time highs on Friday. The QQQ closed the week up +1.69% with 

most of this week’s gains coming in on Thur. and Friday. 

 

 



 

SOXX daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – The Semiconductor sector paused just above its 20 day SMA on 

Monday and Tuesday, then rallied a little on Wednesday. Thursday saw a gap up and strong rally the 

continued Friday to higher high before closing back lower. The SOXX closed the week up +5.16%. 

 

 

XLC daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – The Communication Services sector was mostly horizontal for the 

week, with a dip the first half of this week and a bounce the last half to close back above its 20 day 

SMA, up only +0.01% for the week. 

 

 



 

Weekly Percent Change US Indexes and Sectors table as of Jan 8, 2021 – Here we can see that the 

Russell clearly lead this week, with the Nasdaq delivering less than half of what the Russell did. Note 

the strong sectors this week included XLE, XME, XRT, XLB, XLY and XLF while the laggards included 

XLP, XLU and XLC.   Note how the XLK delivered less (1/3) than what the QQQ did this week. (clue)  

 

 

Daily Percent Change US Indexes table as of Jan 8, 2021 – All indexes dipped on Monday, with the Dow 

decreasing the least. Little Russell lead on Tuesday and Wednesday, while the Nasdaq had a strong 

showing on Thursday. Friday saw the Nasdaq-100 lead.  

Next we will look at a few key Stocks. As we look at some of the biggest stocks (below) note how each 

performed this week relative to each other and relative to the major indexes. These comparisons can 

lead to useful clues. 

 



 

AAPL daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Apple dipped to its 20 day SMA on Mon. and Tue. the crossed and 

closed below on Wednesday. The bounce on Thursday crossed back above its 20 day SMA. Friday was a 

pause near the highs of the week, closing the week ‘down’ -0.48%. 

 

 

MSFT daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Microsoft dropped hard on Monday crossing and closing below its 20 

day SMA. Tuesday remained below its 20 day SMA. Wednesday gapped lower to close below the 50 day 

SMA. Thursday saw a rally back above its 50 day SMA and up to its 20 day SMA. Friday saw a small rally 

and close just above the 20 day SMA, ‘down’ -1.26% for the week. 

 

 



 

AMZN daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Amazon dropped hard on Monday crossing below its 20 day and 50 

day SMAs before bouncing and closing in-between these two SMAs. Tuesday saw a rally back above its 

20 day SMA. Wednesday saw a gap down and close below both the 20d and 50d SMAs. Thursday saw a 

failed attempt to close above these 2 SMAs. Friday was able to close above its 50d and below its 20 day 

SMAs, ‘down’ -2.28% for the week.  

 

 

GOOGL daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Alphabet crossed and closed below its 50 day SMA on Monday. 

Tuesday recovered half of the prior day’s losses and closed back above the 50 day SMA. Wednesday saw 

GOOGL drop to the lows for this week and closing below both SMAs. Thursday saw a strong rally back 

above both SMAs that continued on Friday. GOOGL closed the week up +2.58%.  

 

 



 

FB daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Facebook remained below its 50 day and 20 day SMAs all this week, 

with the low of this week seen on Wednesday. FB closed the week ‘down’ -2.05%. 

 

 

NFLX daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Netflix sold off and closed near its 20 day SMA on Mon. and 

Tuesday. Wednesday saw a gap down and sell off to cross and close below its 50 day SMA.  A small 

bounce Thursday recovered part of the prior day’s losses and closed back above the 50 day SMA. Friday 

saw a pause in-between the 50 day and 20 day SMAs, closing the week ‘down’ -5.61%. 

Above we looked at 6 of the big tech stocks, and all but one closed down this week. Only GOOGL close 

up this week. So if these 5 big tech stocks did not help lift the Nasdaq or S&P this week, who did? 

You may remember several weeks ago (soon after the S&P announced it was adding TSLA to its index) 

we asked the question:  will this change make the S&P-500 index more Volatile, or will this make TSLA 

less volatile?  Having followed and traded Options on TSLA over the prior years, we know how very 

Volatile this stock can be.  

Since the S&P-500 index is a Market Cap. weighted index, and with TSLA becoming a far larger valued 

company over the past week(s), we should see how significant its influence is over this Index. Let’s 

look at some data to try to ‘quantify’ this relationship. 



 

Above is a table of the largest 20 components of the S&P-500 sorted by Market Cap. Note that TSLA is 

now the 5th largest component in this index. 

 

We’ve added a column to show the current ‘Implied Volatility’ of each symbol.  Note that TSLA has an 

IV that is between 2 to 3 times those of the other ‘big’ 6 stocks on this list.  This suggests that TSLA 

can have 2 to 3 times the impact on the S&P than any of the other 6 stocks (with 4 being bigger than 

TSLA). Also, TSLA may have an impact that is 4.8 times the volatility of the S&P index overall (96.23% / 

19.90%). 

After looking at the (above) 6 daily charts for the big tech stocks this week, how do they compare to 

the chart of TSLA this week?   How does TSLA compare to the S&P chart this week?  Where the majority 

of the gains seen in the S&P this week mostly due to TSLA? 

Since the Nasdaq Composite and Nasdaq-100 are also Market Cap. weighted indexes, those too likely 

had a significant influence from TSLA this week as well. Check for yourself to see what you may 

Observe. 



 

TSLA daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Tesla delivered new all time highs every day this week but on 

Tuesday. Note how TSLA has been increasing its space between price and the 20 day SMA over the past 

two weeks and is now more ‘extended’.  This is NOT a clue of a reversal, but it’s a ‘warning’ flag that 

there are a lot of potential sellers building up that could surge at some time. Note the Strong volume 

on Friday. Tesla closed the week up +24.71%. 

 

 

JPM daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – JP Morgan was quiet and horizontal on Monday and Tuesday, and 

then gapped higher on Wednesday and again on Thursday on very strong volume both days. Friday saw 

a pause near the new highs. JPM closed the week up +7.81%. How does this chart correlate with the 10 

year Yields this week?  Would increasing long term interest rates help banks? JPM reports earnings next 

week on Jan. 15th before the open. 

 

 



 

MU daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Micron delivered higher highs and higher lows on Monday, even with a 

lower close. Tuesday and Wednesday saw a pause near the highs seen on Monday. Thursday saw a mild 

rally to new highs before Earnings were reported that evening after the close. Friday saw a +5% gap up 

at the open then steady selling during the day to close below the prior day’s lows. MU closed the week 

up +2.98% and remains above all 3 key SMAs. 

 

 

FDX daily chart as of Jan 8, 2021 – Fedex continued its slow and steady sell off again this week, closing 

the week down -5.65%.  This has been an example of a low volatility bearish trend trade, delivering 

easy and steady profits with long Puts. 

 

We saw several ‘clues’ this week from the Russell, Tesla, Implied Volatility and 10 year Treasuries. We 

looked at Fibonacci studies and the impact on Market Cap. weighted indexes.  Understanding these 

aspects can help us keep an eye open for what is important next week, as these behaviors may either 

continue or change.  Either way, they can provide us with some useful clues, so be PREPARED. 

Trade Smart, 

CJ 


